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1. INTRODUCTION
In﻿ the﻿ field﻿ of﻿ Internet﻿ connectivity﻿ and﻿ wide-area-networking,﻿ communication﻿ providers﻿ (CPs)﻿
should﻿not﻿be﻿complacent﻿about﻿the﻿need﻿to﻿ensure﻿end-to-end﻿connection﻿availability﻿for﻿connectivity﻿
services﻿supplied﻿to﻿their﻿customers.﻿It﻿was﻿reported﻿in﻿October﻿2013﻿that﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿businesses﻿
lost﻿ critical﻿ voice﻿ and﻿ data﻿ services,﻿ when﻿ storms﻿ knocked﻿ down﻿ several﻿ telephone﻿ poles﻿ in﻿ the﻿
local﻿access﻿network.﻿One﻿company﻿was﻿quoted,﻿“So﻿far﻿it﻿has﻿cost﻿us﻿over﻿£6,000﻿since﻿losing﻿the﻿
connection”﻿(Knowles,﻿2013).﻿Geographically,﻿access﻿networks﻿(T822a,﻿2003)﻿reach﻿most﻿rural﻿and﻿
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only﻿within﻿CP﻿standard﻿working﻿hours.﻿The﻿ ‘current﻿ system’﻿where﻿customers﻿need﻿ to﻿ report﻿ a﻿
last-mile﻿outage﻿and﻿CP﻿fault﻿management﻿need﻿to﻿manually﻿select﻿and﻿run﻿diagnostic﻿tests﻿is﻿very﻿
inefficient﻿and﻿potentially﻿costly﻿to﻿all﻿the﻿directly﻿affected﻿stakeholders.﻿An﻿alternative﻿would﻿be﻿
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the﻿European﻿Telecommunications﻿Standards﻿ Institute﻿ (ETSI),﻿ International﻿Telecommunications﻿
Union﻿(ITU),﻿Internet﻿Engineering﻿Task﻿Force﻿(IETF),﻿International﻿Organisation﻿for﻿Standardisation﻿
(ISO)﻿and﻿the﻿Institute﻿of﻿Electrical﻿and﻿Electronics﻿Engineers﻿Standards﻿Association﻿(IEEE-SA).






(Almofary﻿ et﻿ al.,﻿ 2013;﻿ IETF﻿ RFC4364,﻿ 2006).﻿ The﻿ customer﻿ can﻿ outsource﻿ their﻿ whole﻿ WAN﻿
administration﻿and﻿management﻿to﻿another﻿organisation.﻿In﻿an﻿MPLS﻿VPN﻿topology﻿the﻿underlying﻿
last-mile﻿access﻿network﻿connections﻿are﻿abstracted﻿from﻿the﻿customer’s﻿view﻿as﻿shown﻿in﻿Figure﻿1.
Figure 1. Conceptual depiction of an MPLS VPN including connections to VPN sites
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2.3. UK Communications Providers (CPs)
At﻿ the﻿ physical﻿ level﻿ infrastructure﻿ carriers﻿ exist.﻿ These﻿ organisations﻿ provide﻿ the﻿ actual﻿
physical﻿ media﻿ that﻿ fixed-line﻿ communications﻿ are﻿ transported﻿ across﻿ and﻿ have﻿ varied﻿
geographical﻿ scopes﻿ –﻿ International,﻿ National,﻿ Regional﻿ and﻿ Local/specialised.﻿ CPs﻿ which﻿




















Figure 2. UK topology of MPLS VPN MSPs and their infrastructure provider suppliers, the dotted arrows indicate an optional 
relationship, solid arrows indicate at least a 1:1 relationship
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2.4. UK Access Networks, Media and Technologies






(C-NTE)﻿and﻿CP﻿‘aggregation﻿node﻿network﻿ termination﻿equipment’﻿ (A-NTE).﻿Where﻿ telephony﻿
media﻿is﻿utilised﻿there﻿will﻿additionally﻿be﻿‘passive﻿network﻿termination﻿equipment’﻿(P-NTE)﻿located﻿
within﻿the﻿customer﻿premises.






















other﻿CPs﻿ to﻿ connect﻿ their﻿ own﻿multiplexing﻿ and﻿distribution﻿ equipment﻿within﻿ the﻿ exchange﻿ to﻿
connect﻿to﻿the﻿Openreach﻿physical﻿media﻿(Openreach,﻿2011a).
Figure 3. Conceptual depiction of the Openreach access network
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Shared﻿Metallic﻿Path﻿Facility﻿(SMPF)﻿has﻿been﻿bought﻿in﻿by﻿Ofcom﻿to﻿allow﻿different﻿CPs﻿to﻿
supply﻿ telephony﻿and﻿standard﻿broadband﻿over﻿ the﻿same﻿Openreach﻿MPF.﻿Openreach﻿supply﻿ the﻿










Unbundled﻿ Local﻿ Access’﻿ (VULA).﻿ The﻿ following﻿ sections﻿ summarise﻿ each﻿ of﻿ the﻿ UK﻿ access﻿
connectivity﻿technologies﻿offered﻿for﻿use﻿with﻿MPLS﻿VPN﻿solutions﻿by﻿UK﻿MSPs.﻿These﻿summaries﻿
Figure 4. Conceptual depiction of Metallic Path Facility (MPF) within the POP
Figure 5. Conceptual depiction of Shared Metallic Path Facility (SMPF)
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service﻿ with﻿ very﻿ stringent﻿ service﻿ level﻿ agreements﻿ (SLAs).﻿ Due﻿ to﻿ these﻿ stringent﻿ SLA﻿
guarantees,﻿Ethernet﻿NTE﻿equipment﻿is﻿constantly﻿monitored﻿and﻿managed﻿as﻿standard﻿by﻿the﻿
NTE﻿supplier.﻿The﻿A-NTE﻿will﻿normally﻿have﻿specific﻿fault﻿management﻿functionality﻿built﻿in﻿
allowing﻿diagnostic﻿ testing﻿via﻿a﻿variety﻿of﻿ interface﻿options.﻿ It﻿ is﻿normal﻿for﻿ the﻿provider﻿ to﻿
supply﻿a﻿complete﻿package﻿of﻿hardware﻿equipment﻿and﻿installation﻿(Gunning,﻿2006;﻿McGuire,﻿
2008;﻿SIN476,﻿2013).
















Figure 6. Conceptual depiction of LLU and SLU
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2.5.3. Symmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL)
EFM﻿has﻿taken﻿over﻿as﻿successor﻿of﻿SDSL.﻿SDSL﻿was﻿popular﻿for﻿business﻿in﻿the﻿past﻿as﻿it﻿
could﻿attain﻿almost﻿2Mb﻿symmetrical﻿ traffic﻿and﻿was﻿very﻿cheap﻿in﻿comparison﻿to﻿metallic﻿
leased﻿ lines.﻿ The﻿ infrastructure﻿ of﻿ SDSL﻿ is﻿ almost﻿ identical﻿ to﻿ ADSL.﻿ SDSL﻿ cannot﻿ carry﻿
telephony﻿traffic﻿though﻿(ETSI,﻿2010).
2.5.4. Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)
An﻿exchange﻿may﻿contain﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿DSLAMs.﻿DSLAMs﻿from﻿different﻿manufacturers﻿are﻿able﻿
to﻿house﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿line﻿cards﻿in﻿slots.﻿Each﻿line﻿card﻿is﻿an﻿A-NTE.﻿At﻿the﻿customer﻿premises﻿the﻿
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2.6. Fault Management Within UK Access Networks
Each﻿access﻿network﻿connection﻿physical﻿media﻿is﻿at﻿risk﻿from﻿human﻿fallibility﻿and﻿extraordinary﻿
weather﻿events.﻿Metallic﻿cabling﻿faults﻿are﻿much﻿more﻿common﻿than﻿fibre﻿faults.﻿Overhead﻿cable﻿
is﻿at﻿ risk﻿ from﻿abnormally﻿high﻿vehicles,﻿adverse﻿weather﻿ (Knowles,﻿2013),﻿dislodged﻿poles﻿and﻿
tree﻿ damage.﻿ Underground﻿ cable﻿ is﻿ susceptible﻿ to﻿ diggers,﻿ drilling﻿ and﻿ water﻿ ingress.﻿ CP﻿ active﻿
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by﻿which﻿ the﻿ status﻿of﻿network﻿ elements﻿ they﻿manage﻿may﻿be﻿ communicated﻿ to﻿ a﻿ ‘northbound’﻿






Figure 7. Depiction of varied CP network layers with regard to monitoring
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Figure 8. Conceptual depiction of the relationship between management systems and common equipment and functions within 
the access network
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Figure 9. Conceptual illustration of the links between Tier3 MSP fault management team, customer and diagnostic interfaces 
provided by carrier and Tier2 Wholesalers
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The﻿ access﻿ connectivity﻿ products﻿ that﻿ these﻿ 108﻿ MSP﻿ organisations﻿ offered﻿ are:﻿ 67﻿ offered﻿
Ethernet﻿(direct),﻿67﻿offered﻿EFM,﻿14﻿offered﻿FTTP,﻿56﻿offered﻿FTTC,﻿90﻿offered﻿ADSL,﻿23﻿offered﻿
Figure 10. Various MSP types within the Web survey
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Many﻿elements﻿and﻿ functions﻿of﻿ the﻿current﻿ system﻿are﻿almost﻿automated.﻿Although﻿SNMP﻿
and﻿network﻿monitoring﻿are﻿used﻿to﻿detect﻿last-mile﻿connectivity﻿outages,﻿the﻿protocols﻿involved﻿are﻿
inefficient,﻿generating﻿much﻿network﻿traffic.﻿Most﻿carrier﻿and﻿Tier﻿2﻿wholesaler﻿fault﻿management﻿is﻿
Figure 11. Access network connectivity products offered by UK MSPs
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Figure 12. Conceptual design of the proposed solution
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